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Abstract: In Document clustering previously they presented new document clustering method based on 

correlation preserving indexing.  It simultaneously maximizes the correlation between the documents in the 

local patches and minimizes the correlation between the documents outside these patches. Consequently, a low 

dimensional semantic subspace is derived where the documents corresponding to the same semantics are close 
to each other with learning level parsing procedure based CPI method. The proposed CPI method with learning 

level parsing procedure is to find correlation between relational documents to avoid maximum unknown 

clusters those are not effectual to find exact correlation between documents depend on accuracy of sentences. 

The proposed CPI method with learning level parsing procedure in document clustering doubles the accuracy of 

previous correlation coefficient. The proposed hierarchical clustering algorithm behavior is different with CPI 

in terms of NMI, Accuracy. 

Index Terms—Document clustering, correlation measure, correlation latent semantic indexing, dimensionality 

reduction. 

 

I. Introduction 
 The aim of document clustering is to automatically group related documents into clusters. Document 

clustering plays vital role in machine learning and artificial intelligence and has received much attention in 

recent years. Based on different existing measures number of methods have been proposed to handle document 

clustering [4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[9]. In existing measures more frequently used measure is Euclidean distance. One 

method that uses Euclidean distance concept is k-means method, which minimizes the sum of squared Euclidean 

distance between the data points and corresponding cluster centers.  

 Through spectral clustering method low computation cost is achieved, in which documents are first 

projected into low dimensional semantic subspace and then traditional clustering algorithm is applied for 
document clustering. Latent semantic indexing (LSI) [7] is another spectral clustering method aimed at finding 

the best subspaces approximation to original document space by reducing the global reconstruction 

error(Euclidean distance). 

 Euclidean distance is dissimilarity measure space which describes the dissimilarities rather than 

similarities between documents. Hence, it is not able to capture non linear manifold structure embedded in 

similarities between them. Locality preserving indexing (LPI) is different clustering method based on graph 

partitioning theory. This LPI method applies a weighted function to each pair wise   distance to capturing 

similarity structure rather than dissimilarity structure of the document. It does not overcome the limitation of 

Euclidean distance. Furthermore, the selection of the weighted functions is often a difficult task. 

 In this Document clustering previously presented new document clustering method based on 

correlation preserving indexing.  It simultaneously maximizes the correlation between the documents in the 

local patches and minimizes the correlation between the documents outside these patches. Consequently, a low 
dimensional semantic subspace is derived where the documents corresponding to the same semantics are close 

to each other proposed CPI method with learning level parsing procedure. Because previously they proposed 

algorithm is support to find correlation between documents depend on words. Now we are proposing to find 

correlation between relational documents to avoid maximum unknown clusters those are not effect able to find 

exact correlation between documents depend on accuracy of sentences. This is a little double that the previous 

correlation coefficient is only one way to find the correlation between documents depends on words. In this 

paper we are proposing to find the correlation between two documents depends on parsers to get accuracy at 

learning level then we are providing correlation of CPI methods.  
 

II. Related Work 

 Correlation preserving indexing: Semantic structure usually implicit in high dimensional 

document space. It is necessary to find a low dimensional semantic subspace in which the semantic structure can 

become clear. Hence, discovering the intrinsic structure of the document space is often important task of 

document clustering. Correlation as a similarity measure is suitable for capturing the manifold structure 
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embedded in the high dimensional document space because the manifold structure is often embedded in the 

similarities between the documents. The correlation between two vectors (column vectors) u and v is defined as  

 

 
The correlation corresponds to an angle Ө such that 

     Cos Ө = Corr (u , v). 

 

The association between   vectors u and v is stronger when the value of Corr(u,v) is larger. 

 

 Online document clustering aims to group documents into clusters, which belongs unsupervised 

learning and it can be transformed into semi-supervised learning by using the following information: 

1. If two documents are close to each other in the original document space, then they tend to be      grouped into 

the same cluster [8]. 

2. If two documents are far away from each other in the original document space, they tend to be           grouped 
into different clusters. 

 Document preprocessing: In document preprocessing set of documents are given as inputs to the 

database. Then randomly choose the one particular document form database. From randomly selected 

documents identify all unique words and remove stop words for finding similarity between documents. 

Stemming is the process for reducing derived words to their stem, base are root form generally a written word 

form. A stemming algorithm is a process in which the various form of a word are reduced to common form, for 

example  

 suffix Removal to generate word stem 

 Grouping words 

 Increase relevance 

Finally term weighting is to provide the information retrieval and text categorization. In document clustering 

groups together conceptually related documents thus enabling identification of duplicate words. 

 

 
Fig 1. Document preprocessing 

 

III. Actual Work 

 Preprocessing: Document clustering method based on correlation preserving indexing (CPI) and 
which explicitly considers manifold structure embedded in the similarities between the documents. Its goal is to 

find an optimal semantic subspace by simultaneously maximizing the correlations between the documents in the 

local patches and minimizing the correlations between the documents outside these patches. This is different 

between LSI and LPI, which are based on a dissimilarity measure (Euclidean distance), and which are focused 
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on detecting the intrinsic structure between widely separated documents rather than on detecting the intrinsic 

structure between nearby documents. The similarity-measure-based CPI method aims on detecting the intrinsic 

structure between nearby documents rather than on detecting the intrinsic structure between widely separated 
documents. As the intrinsic semantic structure of the document space is often embedded in the similarities 

between the documents and the CPI can effectively detect the intrinsic semantic structure of the high-

dimensional document space.  

 Correlation Preserving Indexing based Documentation clustering: The semantic structure is 

usually implicit in high-dimensional document space. It is desirable to find a low dimensional semantic 

subspace in which the semantic structure can become clear. Hence, discovering the intrinsic structure of the 

document space is often a primary task of document clustering. Since the manifold structure is often embedded 

in the similarities between the documents, correlation as a similarity measure is suitable for capturing the 

manifold structure embedded in the high-dimensional document space. 

 K-means on Document sets: The k-means method is the methods that use the Euclidean distance, 

which minimizes the sum of the squared Euclidean distance between the data points and their corresponding 

cluster centers. Since the document space is always of high dimensionality and it is preferable to find a low 

dimensional representation of the documents to reduce computation complexity. 

 Documents  Classification  into clusters: The aim of online document clustering is to group 

documents into clusters and which belongs unsupervised learning.  Further it can be transformed into semi-

supervised learning by using the following side information: 
1. If two documents are close to each other in the original document space, then they tend to be grouped into 

the same cluster. 

2. If two documents are far away from each other in the original document space, they tend to be grouped into 

different clusters. 

 Hierarchical clustering method: Groups the data instances into a tree of clustering in hierarchical 

clustering methods. There are two major methods in hierarchical clustering methods  

1. Agglomerative method  
2. Divisive method 

 Agglomerative method is one which performs the clusters in bottom up fashion. The divisive method is 

another which splits the data into smaller clusters in a top-down passion. These hierarchical methods can be 

represented by using dendrograms.  These methods are known for their quick termination.  

 Agglomerative (bottom up) - in agglomerative method data comparison start with first point( singleton) 

and recursively add two or more appropriate clutters. Finally stops the comparison method when k number of 

clusters achieved.  

 Divisive (Top down) - In Divisive method data comparison start with big cluster and recursively divide 

into smaller clutters. Finally stops the comparison method when k number of clusters achieved. 

 Semantic-based document mining: The above figure illustrate semantic understand based 
document mining that satisfies some user needs and these user needs are acquired through mining process such 

as document clustering, document classification and information retrieval. The semantic understanding based 

document mining undergoes parsing procedure and parsing step comprises semantic analysis to extract 

systematic structure descriptions. In this paper proposing CPI based learning level parsing procedure which 

improves the accuracy compared to CPI clustering algorithm. 

 

 
Fig 2. Semantic based document mining 
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IV. Performance Analysis 
 This proposed approach of correlation preserving indexing illustrates and evaluates the performance of 

all the approaches. We analyze our proposed scheme shows or works better than other existing systems 

(LSI,LPI) in terms of memory, storage, generalization error, performance. Hierarchical clustering algorithm and 

learning level parsing enhances the accuracy and performance.  

 

V. Conclusion 
 The proposed system is document clustering method based on correlation preserving indexing and it 

simultaneously maximizes the correlation between the documents in the local patches and minimizes the 
correlation between the documents outside these patches. The CPI method with learning level parsing procedure 

is to find correlation between relational documents to avoid maximum unknown clusters those are not effectual 

to find exact correlation between documents depend on accuracy of sentences. CPI method has good 

generalization capability and it can effectively deals with very large size data. The proposed CPI method with 

learning level parsing procedure in document clustering doubles the accuracy of previous correlation coefficient.  
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